In this paper, we perform a case study of a very special family of knots W (p, m) known as weaving knots of type (p, m). This infinite family of knots are hyperbolic and alternating and there are known interesting results as well as conjectures which relate their topological invariants to their geometric invariants. To explore more on the relationship between the topological and geometric invariants of this family of knots, we look upon these knots as closure of p braids written in terms of generators of braid group Bp and consider the image of this braid under representation of Bp into the Hecke algebra Hp(q) over a field K. We write an algorithm to explicitly compute the trace of this element in Hp(q) corresponding to parameters q and z. We use this algorithm to derive invariants of these knots. We generate data for W (4, m), W (5, m) and W (6, m) families and provide evidence for the conjecture of Dasbach and Lin that higher twist numbers defined by them in [8] provide better volume bound for weaving knots than in [6] . We also look at the asymptotics of the distribution of ranks of Khovanov homology groups of W (p, m) for a fixed p as m grows large.
Introduction
Hecke algebras are quotients of group rings of Artin's braid groups [3] and play important role in the study of many branches of mathematics. One major application of Hecke algebras is in defining link invariants [17] . V. F. R. Jones used representation of braid groups into Hecke algebras which he combined with a special trace function on Hecke algebras and showed the existence of a two variable polynomial as a link invariant. This two variable polynomial turned out to be a universal skein invariant in the sense that all known polynomial invariants could be derived from this only by change of variables. Thus, if one is aiming at computing various polynomial invariants for a given knot or for a given family of knots it is a good idea to compute this two variable polynomial. Assuming that one knows a nice braid representation for the knot under consideration, the most important ingredient in this computation will be finding the trace of the Hecke algebra element which represents the braid. The trace function on Hecke algebras is defined by certain axioms and can be calculated in several steps. Usually what one does is express the element in Hecke algebra as a linear combination of its basis elements and find the trace of the basis elements. However, there is no effective way of doing this in general. In [15] the authors had worked out a recursive method of computing the trace for Hecke algebra representation of special 3− braids whose closure gives an infinite family of hyperbolic knots known as weave knots of type (3, n) denoted by W (3, n). In general W (p, n), a weave knot of type (p, n), is defined as closure of the p−braid (σ n where all e i are +1 for i odd and −1 for i even. The case for W (3, n) was simple as the braid group on 3− strands is represented in H 3 (q) which has dimension 3! and hence expressing the corresponding element as linear combination of basis element was easy and could be done by hand. The same technique does not work out for W (p, n). In this paper, we have given an algorithm to compute the trace of basis elements of H p (q). We also write down an algorithm to express the weave braid (whose closure is the weave knot) representation in the Hecke algebra as a linear combination of its basis elements. Combining these two algorithm we obtain the trace of the representations of weave braids in the Hecke algebra. We use this trace computation to calculate the two variable polynomial invariant for all W (p, n) and hence derive Alexander polynomial, Jones polynomial and HOMELY-PT for all weave links W (p, n). Since W (p, n) are alternating knots for p and n co-prime, we also utilize results of Lee [4] to compute the Khovanov homology of W (p, n). We normalize the ranks of Khovanov homology groups and provide evidence that these ranks are normally distributed. In some sense this paper extends the results for W (3, n) in [15] for the general case W (p, n) for all p and n.
On the geometry side after the 1980s William Thurston's seminal result [1, Corollary 2.5] along with Mostow's rigidity theorem [1, Theorem 3.1] which ensures that most knot complements have a unique structure of a hyperbolic manifold, there is automatically a strong connection between hyperbolic geometry and knot theory, since knots are determined by their complements. Many mathematicians are naturally interested in finding out if any inference about some of the geometric invariants (such as volume) of a knot can be derived from any of its topological invariants (such as Jones polynomial or colored Jones polynomial). The ultimate curiosity in this direction is the validity of the open conjecture known as volume conjecture [9] . These weaving knots W (p, m) are good candidates for such exploration. It is conjectured about weaving knots that their complement have maximal volume among all the knots having equal crossing number []. Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell provided asymptotically sharp bounds for the relative volume of these knots (i.e., volume divided by crossing number). They showed that and hence according to their work in [7] they conclude that weaving knots are geometrically maximal. For us once we have found the Jones polynomial for W (p, n) we can find ,using a result of Dasbach and Lin [8] , a bound in terms of the twist number T (K) of K. As these knots are alternating T (K) is nothing but the sum of the modulus of coefficients of t m+1 and t n−1
where m and n are the lowest and the highest degrees of the Jones polynomial of K. In the same paper Dasbach and Lin defined invariants such as ith twist number T i (K) of a knot K to be the sum of the modulus of coefficients of t m+i and t n−i . They mentioned in their paper that there may be a possibility that T i (K) correlate to volume of the knot complement. Since we can write Jones polynomial of all W (p, m) we can compute the values of T i (W (p, m) for i within the span of the Jones polynomial. We performed experiments on values of T i (W (p, m) and came up with 4 set of bounds for the relative volume of W (p, m) which seem to provide better bounds than given in [6] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we include the basics on Hecke algebras, its trace and some relevant results. Section 3 deals with the proof of the lemmas that describe our algorithm. At the end of this section we include the Mathematica program to compute the trace of weave braid representations. We also set up notations that are used in describing the two variable polynomial and all the polynomial invariants derived from that as well as the knot homologies. In Section 4 we explain how to derive two variable polynomial invariants from the trace. We use the appropriate substitutions to write down the Jones polynomial of W (n, m).
We also include the additional Mathematica program to compute the Jones polynomial and add a list of examples of Jones polynomial of few weave knots. In Section 5, we discuss the higher twist numbers introduced by Dasbach and Lin, provide important observations about higher twist number of W (n, m) knots and show that the bounds for relative volume of weave knots can be improved from the bounds given in [6] . Section 6 discuss Khovanov homology computation of W (n, m) and the distribution of their normalized ranks. At the end we provide tables displaying the evidence for our conjectures.
Hecke algebras: some observations
We review briefly the definition of the Hecke algebra H n+1 (q) on generators T 1 , T 2 . . . , T n , and we define the representation of the braid group B n+1 [16] on n + 1 strands in H n+1 . We discuss a suitable basis for H n+1 (q) and prove some lemmas that are useful in proving our main results.
Definition 2.1. Working over the ground field K containing an element q = 0, the Hecke algebra H n+1 (q) is the associative algebra with 1 on generators T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n satisfying the following relations:
It is well-known that the dimension of H n+1 over K is (n + 1)! (for example, see [5] ). Recasting the relation
. Consequently, the specification ρ(σ i ) = T i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, combined with the relations (1) and (2), defines a homomorphism ρ from the group B n+1 of braids on n + 1 strands into the multiplicative monoid of H n+1 (see [5, Section 6] in eg).
Theorem 2.2 ([5]
). For n ≥ 1, there is an unique family of trace functions T r : H n+1 → K compatible with the inclusions H n → H n+1 satisfying i) T r(1) = 1, ii) T r is K-linear and T r(ab) = T r(ba), and iii) if a, b ∈ H n , then T r(aT n b) = zT r(ab).
Using the properties of H n+1 , we can observe that trace of an element is a Laurent polynomial in q and z. In principle, the above properties of T r help us compute the trace of any element of H n+1 . However, the elements of H n+1 can be very complicated. So, the first step should be to express an element as linear combination of basis elements of H n+1 . Thus, we must throw some light on a nice basis for H n+1 .
Consider the infinite family of ordered sets as follows:
Proposition 2.3. The Hecke algebra H n+1 , for n ≥ 1, has a basis B n given as follows:
This is well known in the theory of Hecke algebra and an elegant proof of this proposition can be found in [5] .
For j ∈ Z + , let us define P j = (−1)
i and P 0 = 0. For m ∈ Z, one can check the following:
ii) for q = 1, P m = 0 if m is even and P m = 1 if m is odd,
With these, we have the following:
Lemma 2.4. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have the following:
We now prove the lemma for m = 0. Let us consider the following two cases: i) To prove the lemma for m ∈ Z + : We prove the equality T i m = P m T i + qP m−1 by induction on m. Note that T i 1 = P 1 T i + qP 0 , since P 1 = 1 and P 0 = 0 . Assume that
Using the induction hypothesis, we have the following estimate:
ii) To prove the lemma for m ∈ Z − : We need to prove that T i −l = P −l T i + qP −l−1 for l ∈ Z + . We prove this equality by induction on l. Note that
Let C n be the subcollection of B n defined as follows:
By convention, let B 0 = C 0 = {1}.
Lemma 2.5. For γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n , the product γ n−1 T n+1 v n T n+1 can be written as linear combination of the elements of type γ n v n+1 , where γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 .
Proof. We prove the lemma by considering the following cases:
, where γ n = γ n−1 T n and v n+1 = T n+1 T n v n−1 . This proves that γ n−1 T n+1 v n T n+1 ∈ Span {γ n v n+1 | γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 }.
Lemma 2.6. For u n ∈ U n and γ n ∈ C n , the product u n γ n can be written as a linear combination of the elements of the type γ n−1 v n , where γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n .
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on n. Let u 1 ∈ U 1 and γ 1 ∈ C 1 . Since
Thus, the lemma holds for n = 1. Assume the lemma for a positive integer n. We prove the lemma for the next integer. Let u n+1 ∈ U n+1 and γ n+1 ∈ C n+1 . Consider the following cases:
ii) If u n+1 = 1: One can write u n+1 γ n+1 = (T n+1 u n )(γ n v n+1 ) = T n+1 (u n γ n )x n+1 for some u n ∈ U n , γ n ∈ C n and x n+1 ∈ {1, T n+1 }. By induction hypothesis, u n γ n ∈ Span {γ n−1 v n | γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n }, we get u n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span {T n+1 γ n−1 v n x n+1 | γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n }. Thus, u n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span {γ n−1 T n+1 v n x n+1 | γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n }, since by far-commutativity T n+1 γ n−1 = γ n−1 T n+1 for γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 . Depending on x n+1 = 1 or x n+1 = T n+1 , we consider the cases as follows:
By Lemma 2.5, γ n−1 T n+1 v n T n+1 ∈ Span {γ n v n+1 | γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 } for γ n−1 ∈ C n−1 and v n ∈ U n ; thus, u n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span {γ n v n+1 | γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 }.
Lemma 2.7. For β n ∈ B n and γ n ∈ C n , there is an algorithm to write the product β n γ n as a linear combination of the elements in B n .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. Let β 1 ∈ B 1 and γ 1 ∈ C 1 . We have
Hence the lemma holds for n = 1. Assume the lemma for n ≥ 1. We prove the lemma for the next integer. Let β n+1 ∈ B n+1 and γ n+1 ∈ C n+1 . We can write β n+1 γ n+1 = β n u n+1 γ n+1 for β n ∈ B n and u n+1 ∈ U n+1 . By Lemma 2.6, u n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span {γ n v n+1 | γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 }; thus, β n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span {β n γ n v n+1 | γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 }. By the induction hypothesis, β n γ n ∈ Span (B n ) for γ n ∈ C n ; therefore, β n γ n v n+1 ∈ Span (B n+1 ) for γ n ∈ C n and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 . Hence β n+1 γ n+1 ∈ Span (B n+1 ).
Algorithms to find trace of elements of H n+1
We write an algorithm to compute the trace of an element in H n+1 corresponding to a weave braid. This requires several steps. In this section, we present step by step algorithms to arrive at final algorithm for computing the trace. We specialize it to weave braid representations to meet our goal.
Lemma 3.1. For u n , v n ∈ U n , the product u n v n can be written as a linear combination of the elements of the type u n−1 w n , where u n−1 ∈ U n−1 and w n ∈ U n . Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on n. Let u 1 , v 1 ∈ U 1 . See that u 1 v 1 ∈ Span {u 0 w 1 | u 0 ∈ U 0 and w 1 ∈ U 1 }, since U 0 = {1} and U 1 = {1, T 1 } and T 1 2 = (q − 1)T 1 + q. Thus, the lemma holds for n = 1. Assume the lemma for n ≥ 1. We prove the lemma for the next integer. Let u n+1 , v n+1 ∈ U n+1 . Consider the following cases:
ii) If u n+1 = 1 and v n+1 = 1: One can write u n+1 v n+1 = T n+1 u n T n+1 v n for some u n , v n ∈ U n . Consider the following cases:
since by induction hypothesis u n v n ∈ Span {x n−1 w n | x n−1 ∈ U n−1 and w n ∈ U n }. Note that T n T n+1 x n−1 w n = T n x n−1 T n+1 w n = x n w n+1 for x n−1 ∈ U n−1 and w n ∈ U n , where x n = T n x n−1 and w n+1 = T n+1 w n . Thus, u n+1 v n+1 ∈ Span {x n w n+1 | x n ∈ U n and w n+1 ∈ U n+1 }.
Lemma 3.2. For β n ∈ B n and v n ∈ U n , there is an algorithm to write the product β n v n as a linear combination of the elements in B n .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. Let β 1 ∈ B 1 and v 1 ∈ U 1 . Note that
Thus, the lemma holds for n = 1. Assume the lemma for n ≥ 1. We prove the lemma for the next integer. Let β n+1 ∈ B n+1 and v n+1 ∈ U n+1 . We can write β n+1 v n+1 = β n u n+1 v n+1 for β n ∈ B n and u n+1 ∈ U n+1 . By Lemma 3.1, u n+1 v n+1 ∈ Span {v n w n+1 | v n ∈ U n and w n+1 ∈ U n+1 }; thus, β n+1 v n+1 ∈ Span {β n v n w n+1 | v n ∈ U n and w n+1 ∈ U n+1 }. By the induction hypothesis, β n v n ∈ Span (B n ) for v n ∈ U n ; therefore, β n v n w n+1 ∈ Span (B n+1 ) for v n ∈ U n and w n+1 ∈ U n+1 . Hence β n+1 v n+1 ∈ Span (B n+1 ).
Lemma 3.3.
There is an algorithm to compute the trace of elements in B n .
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on n. Note that B 1 = {1, T 1 }. By using the properties of the trace, one can see that T r(1) = 1 and T r(T 1 ) = z. Assume the lemma for n ≥ 1. We prove the lemma for the next integer. Let β n+1 = u 1 u 2 · · · u n+1 be element in B n+1 . Consider the following cases:
we can compute T r(β n+1 ).
Using the third property for the trace, we can write T r(
there is an algorithm to write the product β n v n as linear combination of the elements in B n . By the linearity of the trace and using the induction hypothesis, one can compute T r(β n v n ) and hence T r(β n+1 ).
If we can express an element of Hecke algebra H n+1 as linear combination of elements of the basis B n , we can effectively compute its trace. In Section 2, we discussed that ρ : B n+1 → H n+1 defined by ρ(σ i ) = T i is a representation of B n+1 into the multiplicative monoid of H n+1 . Thus, if we can express ρ(α) as linear combination of elements of B n then our trace algorithm can be used to compute the trace of ρ(α) for every α ∈ B n+1 and hence will be useful in computing invariants for links [17] .
In this paper our interest is in a special class of braids β N,M , we call them weave braids of
When N and M are coprime the weave knots W (N, M ) are interesting family of hyperbolic knots that have been studied earlier [6, 7, 15] . A picture of W (3, 4) is shown in Figure 1 . We prefer to write N = n + 1 and M = m, and study W (n + 1, m). Proof. Let r be an integer defined as follows:
if n is even
, where for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
The basis B n for H n+1 can be written as B n = {β l | l ∈ L}. Note that, for k = 0, 1, . . . , r and l ∈ L k , β l ∈ C n and it is the word T 1 , T 2 , · · · T n with exactly k number of T i 's, for i even, are missing.
. . , n, we have the following estimate:
where
For an integer m ≥ 2, assume that
for some polynomials f m−1 l in q. For i ∈ L and j ∈ L k , since by Lemma 2.7 there is an algorithm to write β i β j as linear combination of elements in B n , we can find the polynomials h
Consider the following estimate:
Since T r is linear, by Exp (1) and Exp (2), and using Lemma 3.3, we can compute T r (ρ (a m )) for m ≥ 1. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Note that Eq (3) is a generalization of recursion relations that were found for β 3,m in [15] . We need to have estimates on the degree of T r(β l ) (for l ∈ L), where β l is an element in the basis B n of H n+1 . In this connection, we have the following: Lemma 3.5. Let w be a word in T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n . Then the degree of T r(w) as a Laurent polynomial in q and z is same as the length of the word w.
Proof. While computing the trace of a word in T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n , the relations T i+1 T i T i+1 = T i T i+1 T i for i = 1, 2, . . . n − 1 and T i T j = T j T i for |i − j| ≥ 2 do not add or subtract any power of q or z in the trace thereby do not change the degree. The relation T i 2 = (q − 1)T i + q for i = 1, 2, . . . n together with the properties of the trace contribute a factor qz in the leading term of the trace and the length of the word decreases by two. In other words, decreased length of the word appears in the form of powers of q and z together in the leading term. Now by keeping the properties of the trace in the mind, one can think that the leading term of the trace of any word will be q i z j , where i + j is the length of the word taken and j is the number of distinct T k 's appeared in the word. This completes the proof. (β n+1,m ) ) as a Laurent polynomial in q and z has the lowest degree equal to r+d−mr, where r = (n − d)/2 and d is either 0 or 1 depending on n is even or odd respectively.
ii) Degree of T r (ρ (β n+1,m )) as a Laurent polynomial in q and z is equal to mn − mr.
Proof. i) By the proof of Theorem 3.4, one can write
As it is noted in the proof of Lemma 3.5, while computing the trace of a word in H n+1 , the relations
do not add or subtract any power of q or z in the trace. By looking at the relation
, it adds a factor x j−1 z or x j−1 y in a lowest degree term in the trace of a word β l1 β l2 · · · β lm (note that this a word in T i 's) and the length of the word (as a word in T i 's) decreases by j, where x = −1 and y = −q. That is, the decreased length appears in the form of powers of x, y and z. From this observation, we can see that a lowest degree term in the trace of a word β l1 β l2 · · · β lm is x l y i z j = (−1) l+i q i z j for i + j the least integer which is the number of distinct T k 's appeared in the word. Note that l + i + j is the length of the word β l1 β l2 · · · β lm . One can see that the word (
m is such that it appears the least number of distinct T i 's among all the words β l1 β l2 · · · β lm appeared in the expression of ρ (β n+1,m ), where c is either −1 or 1 depending on n is even or odd respectively. There are r + d number of distinct T i 's appear in the word (T 1 T 3 · · · T 2r+c ) m and the length of this word is m(r + d) = mn − mr. A lowest degree term in the trace of the word (
l+i q i z j for i+j = r +d and l +i+j = mn−mr. Finally, a lowest degree term in the trace of ρ (β n+1,m ) will be (−1) l+i q i−mr z j for i + j = r + d and l + i + j = mn − mr.
ii) In each term in the expression of ρ (β n+1,m ), a product β l1 β l2 · · · β lm is a word in T i 's of length mn
. By Lemma 3.5, the leading term in the trace of β l1 β l2 · · · β lm will be q i z j , where i + j = mn − (k 1 + k 2 · · · + k m ) and j is the number of distinct T k 's appeared in β l1 β l2 · · · β lm . Now the leading term in the trace of (1 − q) k1+k2+···km β l1 β l2 · · · β lm becomes (−1) k1+k2+···km q i z j , where i + j = mn and j is the number of distinct T k 's appeared in β l1 β l2 · · · β lm . As it is noted in the first part, the word (
m is such that it appears the least number of distinct T i 's among all the words β l1 β l2 · · · β lm appeared in the expression of ρ (β n+1,m ). The leading term in the trace of (1 − q) mr (T 1 T 3 · · · T 2r+c ) m will be (−1) mr q i z j , where i + j = mn and j = r + d. Now by looking at the expression for ρ (β n+1,m ), one can see that (−1) mr q i−mr z j is among the leading terms in the trace of ρ (β n+1,m ), where i + j = mn and j = r + d. In other words, the degree of the trace of ρ (β n+1,m ) is mn − mr.
We have written a program in Mathematica with the add-on known as Quantum. This program is written using the lemmas and theorems proved in this section. A pdf file of the program is described in the next two pages. 
From trace to knot polynomials
We use the construction given in [5, p.288] and work over the function field K = C(q, z) to obtain expressions for the two-variable HOMFLY-PT polynomial, the one-variable Jones polynomial V W (n,m) (t), and the Alexander polynomial ∆ W (n,m) (t). The expressions are subsequently refined to incorporate information obtained in the previous section. A polynomial invariant in variables q and z of the knot that is the closure of a braid α ∈ B n+1 is given by the formula
where e(α) is the exponent sum of the word α. The expression defines an element in the quadratic extension K( q/zw). For the weaving knot W (n + 1, m), viewed as the closure of a
, for m ≥ 1, we have the exponent sum e = 0 for n even and e = m for n odd, and
where f m l (q) are recursively defined as
with the initial values f
L k . The polynomial invariant in variables q and z of W (n + 1, m) is given by
From Lemma 3.5, we know that T r(β l ) is a polynomial in variables q and z of degree equal to the length of β l .
Following [5] , we point out that the universal skein invariant P W (n+1,m) ( , m), an element of the Laurent polynomial ring
1/2 and m = i(q −1/2 − q 1/2 ), a task easily managed in a computer algebra system by simplifying V βn+1,m (q, z) with respect to side relations. Starting from P W (n+1,m) ( , m), the Jones polynomial V W (n+1,m) (t) is obtained by setting = it and m = i t 1/2 −t −1/2 , the Alexander polynomial ∆ W (n+1,m) (t) is obtained by setting = i and m = i t 1/2 −t −1/2 , and the HOMFLY-PT polynomial is obtained by setting = ia and m = iz. i) The trailing term in the Jones polynomial of β n+1,m is (−1) mn−mr t d/2−3e/2−mr , where r = (n − d)/2, e = dm and d is either 0 or 1 depending on n is even or odd respectively.
ii) The degree of the Jones polynomial of β n+1,m is equal to d/2 − e/2 + mr.
Proof. i) One can check that V βn+1,m (t) = . This can be simplified as V βn+1,m (t) = (1 + t) n t
. By the first part of Proposition 3.6, the trailing term in V βn+1,m (t) will be the trailing term in (−1)
for i + j = r + d and l + i + j = mn − mr, and the choice of i and j is such that the degree of t is least. In other words, i must be r + d, j must be zero and l + i must be mn − mr. That is, the trailing term in V βn+1,m (t) will be (−1) mn−mr t
ii) For an alternating knot the span of Jones polynomial is its crossing number. Since the crossing number of β n+1,m is mn, the proof of this part follows from the first part.
Below is the program written in Mathematica in continuation of the trace program discussed in the previous section to compute the Jones polynomial: Using this program, we can compute the Jones polynomial of any weave knot. Below is are some examples: We note that W (3, 9) and W (4, 2) are links with 3 and 2 components having their Jones polynomial is Laurent polynomial in t and t 1/2 respectively. To compute the Alexander polynomial and the HOMFLY-PT, all we need is to make different substitution as discussed in the beginning of this section.
Higher twist numbers versus volume
In [8] , Dasbach and Lin introduced higher twist numbers of a knot in terms of the coefficients of its Jones polynomial V K (t) with the idea that these invariants also correlate with the hyperbolic volume of the knot complement. The twist numbers are defined as follows:
then the jth twist number of K is T j (K) = |λ m+j | + |λ n−j |.
Note that twist numbers T j (K) are only defined for j within the span of the Jones polynomial. In the case of weaving knots W (n + 1, m), the relevant twist numbers are defined for 1 ≤ j ≤ µ−1, where µ = d/2 + 3e/2 − mr is the lowest degree in the Jones polynomial of W (n + 1, m). Here d is 0 or 1 depending on n being even or odd, and r = n−d 2 . According to [6] the volume of weaving knots W (n + 1, m) for n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 7 is estimated as
Here v oct and v tet denote the volumes of the ideal octahedron and ideal tetrahedron respectively. Champanerkar, Kofman, and Purcell call these bounds asymptotically sharp because their ratio approaches 1, as n and m tend to infinity. Since the crossing number of W (n + 1, m) is known to be n · m, the volume bounds in [6] imply
We notice that for a fixed n, in the family of knots W (n + 1, m) the upper bound for the ratio
V olume
Crossing number is constant for all m but for a fixed value of m there is a gap between the upper and lower bounds. Let us denote voct(n−2)+4 vtet n by U n and voct n · (n − 1) by L n . In these notations, according to [6] we have
By taking limit as m → ∞ have the following:
We can ask whether or not better bounds on the relative volume of weaving knots W (n + 1, m) can be observed in terms of the higher twist numbers of these knots. In [15] the authors took the kth root of T k (W (3, m) and then divided by the crossing number 2m to obtain an expression whose limit as m tends to infinity is finite. Multiplying by a normalization constant C k so that
they plotted the upper bound, the lower bound, the values vol (W (3, m) ) /2n according to SnapPy and (3, n) )/2n for k = 2, 3, and 4 and showed that all three of these τ k curves provide better lower bounds on the relative volume than the lower bound given in [6] .
To explore on this conjecture we use our program for Jones polynomial and extend it to compute various twist numbers. We run the program for W (4, m), and W (5, m) for various values of m and we used the program SnapPy [10] to compute estimates of the volume. The first experiment that we perform and observe that
converges to 1 as m grows large . This suggests that
k by g k (m) and our data suggests that both f k (m) and g k (m) converge to 1 as m grows large for every k. Table 6 to Table 9 1, m) . Now, we consider the following functions: for various values of k along with the graphs of bounds on relative volume as in [6] and the value of relative volume computed from SnapPy. k for k = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. It is evident from the graphs that as k value is higher, the lower bound for the relative volume gets better. In the limiting case when m → ∞ these L i k (m) and the lower bound given in [6] converge to the same limit.
Similarly we consider the functions U i k (m) ≤ U n for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as: Here the horizontal axis is values of m, top horizontal line and the lower most curve represents upper bound and the lower bound for the relative volume given in [6] , the dotted curve in red is of the values of relative volume from SnapPy and the curve in blue, orange, pink, green and purple represent the graphs of U 3 k for k = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. It is evident from the graphs that as k value is higher, the upper bound for the relative volume gets better. In the limiting case when m → ∞ these U i k (m) and the upper bound given in [6] converge to the same limit justifying the results in [7] that W (n + 1, m) are geometrically maximal.
The functions L i k (m) will certainly provide a lower bound for the relative volume of W (n + 1, m) which is better that the lower bound in [6] . However, the situation on the other side of the inequality may be tricky. 
Khovanov homology
Weave knots W (n + 1, m) are alternating knots therefore its Khovanov homology groups are supported on two lines and can be determined by Jones polynomial and its signature. We quote the following: Theorem 6.1 (Theorem 1.2 in [4] ). For any alternating knot L the Khovanov invariants H i,j (L) are supported only in two lines
In [15] , the authors proved the following result regarding the signature of weave knots:
Proposition 6.2. For a weaving knot (W (p, m), the signature σ (W (p, m)) is 0 when p is odd and it is = 1 − m when p is even.
Therefore direct application of results in [4] will provide the following The range for i, j and the rank of non-zero H i,j (W (n + 1, m)) is obtained from the Jones polynomial using the results of Lee in [4] . The authors described the procedure in detail for W (3, m) in [15] and we follow the same methodology that follows a straightforward algorithm once one has the information about the Jones polynomial. In the continuation of our Mathematica program in the earlier sections, we add the following program. 0  1  j  7  1  5  8  3  28  2  1  52  7  -1  87  28  -3  115  52  -5  133  87  -7  138  115  -9  122  133  -11  98  138  -13  64  122  -15  35  98  -17  16  64  -19  5  35  -21  1  16  -23  5  -25 1 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  j  17  1  15  7  13  25  1  11  61  7  9  116  25  7  176  61  5  231  116  3  260  176  1  261  231  -1  231  261  -3  176  260  -5  116  231  -7  61  176  -9  25  116  -11  7  61  -13  1  25  -15  7  -17 1
The authors in [15] have already pointed out that once we know the ranks of Khovanov homology groups of alternating knots, we can have the complete information on their integral Khovanov homology using recent results of Shumakovich [11] .
Returning to the ranks of the rational Khovanov homology, we take advantage of the "knight move" periodicity and simplify by recording the Betti numbers for W (n, m) from only along the line j − 2i = 1 for n odd and along the line j − 2i = m for n even. In order to study the asymptotic behavior of Khovanov homology we have to normalize the data. This is done by computing the total rank of the Khovanov homology along the line and dividing each Betti number by the total rank. We obtain normalized Betti numbers that sum to one.
This raises the possibility of approximating the distribution of normalized Betti numbers by a probability distribution. For our baseline experiments we choose to use the normal N (µ, σ 2 ) probability density function
Here we compute the value of µ and σ from our data. For a fixed n, we regard W (n, m) = X m as a countable family of random variables for m = 1, 2, . . .. For a particular i let p i denote the normalized rank of H i,j (W (n, m)) along the line j − 2i = 1 for n odd and j − 2i = m for n even. Now, from this data we find the mean µ m as first moment using the formula µ m = E(X m ) = Σ i i · p i . After knowing the value of µ we find the standard deviation σ using the formula σ
We use these values of µ m and σ m and consider the density function
We plot the graph of these density functions along with the normalized ranks of Khovanov homology groups of W (n, m). We see that for a fixed n, the normalized ranks converge to the normal distribution as m → ∞. For n odd this is very clear but for n even, there seems to be some deviation. We have presented in Table 10 to Table 13 the data showing a comparison of the actual ranks with the proposed density function which provides sufficient evidence that as m grows large the ranks in a family W (n, m) are normally distributed. Below are few graphs that demonstrate this. 
